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Indulge Yourselves!

ife is way too short to be shy or to 
wait for next year...If your home isn’t 
a sanctuary yet, then start working on 
it. Remember that a home is ultimately 
the most important place of one’s life, 

and therefore a true reflection of who we are. 
Your home will set the vibe of how you feel 
when you walk in it every day, and therefore, 
it should be colorful and stylish, comfortable 
but elegant, inspiring but serene...There isn’t 
one evening, when I finally seat down with a 
Martini in my home, that I don’t feel a sense 
of true fullfillment and sincere pleasure from 
looking around, and here are a few items that 
will help you do just that.
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Color, Style and Pleasure: The Art of Life!

Avenue MontAigne end tAble (Above)

In Lucite We Trust ! The ultimate table to hold your 8’o’clock double 

olive guilt free martini :) Size: 24”w x 14”d x 24” h.

trocAdero 2 drAwers lAcquer bedside tAble (left)

Comes in any fabulous colors - The renaissance of Hollywood Regency 

glamour! Size: 32”w x 20” d x 27” h.

orAnge lust PendAnt (toP of PAge)

High Gloss Powder Coated in a multitude of sexy colors - Make sure to 

install on a dimmer with clear round bulbs and enjoy without refrain ! 
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HerMes And olyMPiA 

cowHide ottoMAn

Comes in any C.O.M 

and multi finish options.

The shortest way to 

Fashion Forward 

your Family Room!

Size: 48”w x 32” d x 18.5” h.
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